
Using the 537 AllStar / SkyWarn Repeater 

Steve Mahler – KF5VH Version 180202 

How to use the AllStar 537 SkyWarn Repeater: 

1) There are six repeaters in the system.  Five of the six repeaters are 2 meters in and 70 

centimeters out.  The main site is 70 cm in and 2 M out. 

 

2) The RF path normally includes your transmitter and two (2) repeaters and someone 

listening on a receiver.  You must press your PTT and pause for ½ to 1 second if you 

want the first thing you say to be heard.  If the repeater is networked to another site, 

please key up and pause 1 to 2 seconds. 

 

3) The five receivers are spread around Lafayette Parish.  Because Lafayette Parish is pretty 

small (~22 X ~22 miles) you will probably be able to use more than one remote receiver 

from any single location. 

 

4) You select which receiver you want to use by transmitting the PL tone for that receiver 

 

5) The map (below) gives a general feel for the area of coverage.  But, you can use any 

receiver at any time that provides you with good service. 

 

6) The main transmitter (for 2 Meter operations) always transmits a PL of 103.5, so if you 

want to do PL decode the receive PL frequency may differ from your transmit PL.  Some 

radios cannot run split PL tones (TX 141.8 / RX 103.5) 

 

7) The list below is a list of the remote receiver locations and the PL tone your radio should 

transmit to access the receiver. 

 

RCVR Name Frequency PL       Location 

CENTRAL  145.37 minus 103.5 Lafayette, Congress at Cajundome 

NORTHEAST 145.37 minus 127.3 Carencro, I-49 near Exit 7 

SOUTHEAST 145.37 minus 94.8 Broussard, US 90 at the Southeast Parish Line 

SOUTHWEST 145.37 minus 141.3 Johnston St. and Driftwood, Southwest of the Mall 

NORTHWEST 145.37 minus 114.8 Duson, I-10 near the Western Parish Line 

 



8) If you don’t have success with a remote receiver just try another one.  All sorts of 

conditions determine the best receiver given your current location, signal shadowing, 

antenna quality and power output. 

 

9) Consider programming all five (5) receivers in your radio using five memory locations.  If 

your radio supports Memory Channel Names you can easily tell them apart.  If your 

radio shows channels numbers you could use   11 for Central, 12 for NE (going around 

clockwise), 13 for SE, 14 for SW and 15 for NW. 

 

10) If you have a 2 M / 440 radio that crossbands consider programming the Cross Band 

Repeater configuration to a memory location(s).  In addition, you can have your own 

remote receiver, just contact KF5VH to coordinate a personal remote receiver. 

 

 

Questions should be directed to KF5VH at   mahler@louisiana.edu   and current information 

about the repeater can be found at  http://www.KF5VH.com .   What we need to avoid here, is 

a Failure to Communicate!  

 

[Map and drawing follow] 

mailto:mahler@louisiana.edu
http://www.kf5vh.com/


 

Generalized Description of Remote Receiver Coverage 

 

[Drawing below] 

  



 

 

 

[more below] 
  



The Emergency Preparedness Repeater System in Lafayette Louisiana is the 145.370 repeater 
system (an Amateur (HAM) Radio System). The 537 AllStar / SkyWarn Repeater System is 
sponsored and managed by the Lafayette Repeater Association (LRA). The system is owned by 
the Lafayette City-Parish Office of Homeland Security and Emergency Preparedness (OHSEP). 
The repeater trustee is Steve Mahler (KF5VH). Operational policy of the 537 System is set by the 
LRA board. Members of the LRA board are currently: Mr. Steve Mahler - KF5VH / Mr. David 
Moore - N5ELI / Mr. Mike Gervais - KC5ZMF / Mr. Jeff Mahler - W5JSM. 

The 537 System is not designed to be a wide area system. The transmitting antenna is fairly low 
(only 100 feet), the radiated power is fairly high (for this part of the country), providing a solid 
signal inside many structures. But, by design, the low antenna limits the range of the system to 
Lafayette Parish and the edge of surrounding parishes. 

A LITTLE HISTORY 

The need for the 537 System was apparent during Hurricane Andrew as Lafayette Louisiana was 
being impacted. The ARES/RACES groups did not have solid communications between the 
OHSEP Emergency Operations Center, the various shelters and the incident sites. 

In 1994 a couple of local hams (Tom N5WDG and Steve KF5VH) finished a design for a 
distributed repeater system that would improve communications to local shelters and provide a 
lot of amateurs the chance to work on the construction of a repeater system. That design 
allows for multiple receivers to be placed as required to provide the desired coverage and a 
large central transmitter that radiates enough power to allow use of handheld (HT) radios in the 
shelters. 


